TOY# 067

NAME: Soft Dice

PIECES: 4 pieces

AGE: 6 months +

LEVEL: Infant Toddler

PRICE: $20.00

MANUFACTURE: Haba

NOTE: No blue dice

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=287332%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 1 yellow dice
1 orange dice
1 green dice
1 clear plastic storage bag

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Children will enjoy playing with the soft sensory dice. Each dice has different sensory on it. With the different colours, shapes, texture and sounds that each dice has will stimulate the child’s senses.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Fine Motor
Cognitive
Language
Creative

CARE: As a courtesy to others please return this toy clean and intact.